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It is shown that the current theory of nuclear relaxation in solid dielectrics should be modified to take into 
account the spatial distribution of the paramagnetic impurity spin-flip rates. This results in some new 
dependences of the nuclear relaxation time on the inhomogeneous EPR broadening, on the magnetic field 
strength, etc. These predictions are confirmed experimentally in the case of relaxation of Ig3W nuclei in 
ZnWO,:Cr+' crystals. The existence of effective nuclear spin diffusion under the conditions of a strong 
"diffusion barrier" is confirmed here for the first time ever with the same crystals. The results are shown to 
agree quantitatively with the theory of spin diffusion induced by paramagnetic centers, with the 
multiexponential nature of the electronic correlation function for S > 1/2 playing the decisive role. 

PACS numbers: 76.60.E~ 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that, a s  a rule, nuclear magnetic 
relaxation in solid dielectrics is due to dipole coupling 
of nuclear spins in the matrix with electron spins of 
paramagnetic impurities, the nuclear spin diffusion 
playing a substantial role (see, for example Refs, 1 
and 2). In the last  decade significant progress has 
been achieved in the study of these phenomena, mainly 
a s  a result of a consistent allowance for the role of 
electronic spin-spin interactions regarded a s  a quasi- 
equilibrium "electronic spin-spin reservoir" (ESSR).'-' 
At the same time, a deeper understanding of the physi- 
cal mechanism of nuclear relaxation has generated 
new problems, three of which a re  the subject of this 
paper. These are: f irst ,  the question of the rate of 
transfer of nuclear Zeeman energy of the ESSR; 
second, the question (closely connected with the first)  
of the characteristic times of the mutual electron spin 
flips ("flip-flops"), particularly under conditions of 
inhomogeneous broadening of the EPR line; third, the 
problem of induced nuclear spin diffusion in the strong 
local fields of paramagnetic centers. In the first  sec- 
tion of this paper, we consider several aspects of the 
theory of these phenomena; in the second section we 
present results of experiments carried out on ZnWO, 
crystals doped with paramagnetic Cr" ions. 

1. THEORETICAL BASIS 

nearest electron spin Sj occurs under the action of the 
fluctuating local magnetic field generated by the z-com- 
ponent Sj, of the electronic spin (the z axis is  directed 
along the external magnetic field H). Averaged over all 
angles, the rate of this relaxation i s  

($) -g=c,r"-6, (1) 

where rij is the separation between I, and Sj and 

where y ,, y, a r e  the gyromagnetic ratios of the spins 
S and I, o =y,H, and 

is the Fourier transform of the correlation function 

G, ( t )  =(s,z (O)Sjz ( t )  ), (4) 

the variable part of which is assumed12 to be exponen- 
tial in the correlation time rCj. 

If the function Gj(t) is due to electronic spin-phonon 
interaction (as has usually been considered in earlier 
nuclear relaxation theories), then the Zeeman energy 
of the nucleus I, i s  transferred directly to the lattice, 
and all  T~~ a r e  the same and equal to the electronic 
spin-lattice relaxation time T,,. In this case, the 
subscript j in Eqs. (2)-(4) may be omitted and the 
parameter C, common to all the nuclei, is used in the 
calculation of the observable nuclear spin-lattice re -  

1.1 Transfer of nuclear Zeeman energy to the electronic laxation time 7,". 

spin-spin reservoir (ESSR) A more complicated situation ar ises  when the cor- 
As is well known, direct relaxation of the nuclear relator of Eq. (4) is due to electronic spin-spin inter- 

spin I, falling within the "sphere of influence" of the actions, leading to a flip-flop of the spins S. The f i rs t  
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difficulty, which is experimental in nature, ar ises  
from the fact that now the Zeeman energy of the relax- 
ing nuclei is not dumped directly into the lattice but 
via the ESSR, the heat capacity c, of which is usually 
much less than the heat capacity c,, of the nuclear 
Zeeman subsystem. Under these conditions, the ESSR- 
lattice portion is most often a bottleneck in the relaxa- 
tion; thus the observable relaxation time T,, is not at 
al l  connected with the time T,,, characterizing the rate 
of transfer of nuclear Zeeman energy to  the ESSR.' 
It is just for this reason that, until now, the contact 
between the nuclei and the ESSR has been studied very 
inadequately (we need point only to  Refs. 7-9). 

Nevertheless, assume that conditions have been suc- 
cessfully created under which the relaxation bottleneck 
is determined by contact between the nuclear spins and 
the ESSR, so that T,, =7,,. Then a new problem appears 
(this time a theoretical one), which is connected with 
the use of Eq. (1) for the calculation of T,,. The point 
is that, due to the random spatial distribution of the 
paramagnetic centers, each one exists in a different 
local environment of the remaining spins S; consequent- 
ly their characteristic flipping t imes re, also should be 
different. The inhomogeneous broadening of the reso- 
nance lines (i.e., a spread in the resonance frequencies 
of the spins S,) which i s  usual for EPR also leads to the 
same result. From what has been said, it is clear that 
in each sphere of influence j, the nuclear relaxation 
should occur at a different ra te ,  and the evolution of 
the integrated nuclear magnetization M(t) observable 
in the experiment is determined by the summation over 
all  j, taking into account the actual distribution of the 
correlation times rc,. 

As the corresponding distribution function, we can 
use the expression obtained by ~ o r s t e r "  and applied 
successfully by Salikhov and coworkers to the solution 
of an analogous problem in spin echo theory'': 

cp (w) d~=' / ,n- ' "k~-% exp (-kZ/4W) dW, (5) 

where W = 1/7, is the ra te  of spin deexcitation with an  
isolated paramagnetic center, and ka l / ~ ~  is a param- 
e ter  determining the spin-flip time averaged over the 
distribution in Eq. (5). We emphasize that the correla- 
tion function averaged over the distribution in Eq. (5) 
is  no longer a simple exponential, but i s  proportional 
to" - - 

G ( t )  - j G(t) cp (w) aw. 
0 .  

Although the considerations presented appear rather 
obvious, until now they have not been taken into ac- 
count in descriptions of nuclear relaxation. Instead, 
T,, has traditionally been calculated using a simple 
exponential correlation function, to which was added 
some j-independent time 7:; this time, in turn, was 
computed1*12 using the moments (averaged over j) of the 
function G,(t). 

In order to illustrate the difference between results 
obtained by the two approaches described above, let 
us consider the limiting case of very fast spin diffu- 
sion, which ensures the establishment of a single nu- 
clear Zeeman temperature over the entire volume of 

the sample. In this situation, the relaxation of M(t) 
should be described by an exponential, the time con- 
stant 7;: of which is proportional to the value of the 
Fourier transform of the correlation function, averaged 
over all j: 

In particular, in the high-frequency limit (wTC>> 1) it 
follows from Eq. (6) that: 

J(0).-3.07((~2>-<s.>') o-%,*, (7) 

whereas when we use an exponential correlation func- 
tion with a single correlation time 7:>> l/o we have, a s  
is well known2: 

J(0) -2((S,1)-<S.>')o-'(~,o)-'. (8) 

Our Eq. (7) differs from the traditional one (8) in two 
respects. First ,  it predicts a different dependence of 
rl,, on frequency (and consequently a different dependence 
on the field H); second, TC, rather than T:, enters into 
the equation a s  the characteristic correlation time. The 
latter circumstance is especially important; obviously, 
it is in force not only under conditions of fast spin dif- 
fusion, but also in the more general case for which the 
problem of calculating the function M(t) averaged over 
j has not yet been solved. 

The difference in the determination of the correlatiop 
t imes 7: and 7, is especially pronounced under conditions 
of inhomogeneous broadening of the EPR spectrum that 
belongs to the spin S. Indeed, the expression for 7; 

obtained for dipole interactions in Refs. 7 and 12 may 
be represented a s  

where A, and a re  the dipole halfwidth and the inhomo- 
geneous width, respectively, of the EPR line; A: is 
the second dipole moment of the EPR line, which would 
be observed in the undiluted paramagnet (i.e., when the 
concentration of paramagnetic centers is c = 10%); A is 
a coefficient approximately equal to 6. Since usually 
~ , / 2 r =  600-1000 MHz, it follows from Eq. (9) that T: 

is  practically independent of the inhomogeneous width 
for the reasonable values h/2n< 200-300 MHz. 

On the other hand, the estimate of the correlation 
time Tc given by Salikhov and coworkers" gives 
(for S = 4) 

where Ns is the number of spins S in 1 cm3. From 
comparison of Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) it follows in par- 
ticular, that under like conditions1' F=>> 7:. However, 
it is even more significant that Eq. (10) predicts a 
strong (not weaker than i-') dvendence of 5;' on the 
inhomogeneous width, even if A >  Ad. Thus, the pres- 
ence or absence of a dependence of the relaxation time 
7,,, on the parameter d may serve a s  a clear experi- 
mental criterion for  choosing between the alternative 
approaches presented above.') 

1.2 Induced nuclear spin diffusion 
Theoretical have recently appeared which 

predict the possibility of effective nuclear spin diffu- 
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sion inside the so-called diffusion barrier-i.e., a t  
distances from the paramagnetic center for which the 
difference in resonant frequencies of two neighboring 
nuclear spins 6,, =w,  - w, (due to the static component 
of the electronic local field) substantially increases the 
dipole width of the NMR line. It is  assumed that under 
these conditions mutual spin flips of the nuclei I, and I, 
may occur under the action of the variable component 
of the local field of the spin S,, and the energy deficit 
E6,, will be made up by the la t t i~el ' - '~  o r  the ESSR'~, 
depending on which determines the correlation time T,,. 

Taking into account such "induced" spin diffusion 
should substantially affect the results  of traditional 
nuclear relaxation theory, in which for a long time 
the "rectangular" diffusion barr ier  model with radius 
d has been a ~ s u m e d . ~ " ~  We should also point out 
several experimental facts which a r e  evidence for spin 
diffusion a t  rij<d.19 Nevertheless, there is not yet a 
persuasive experimental test  of the theory, which makes 
such special experiments a timely undertaking. 

We now present the results  of Refs. 15-17, reducing 
them to a form convenient for comparison with the ex- 
periment. S a b i r o ~ , ' ~ . ' ~  having applied probability theory 
to a three-spin system Ii ,Ik,  S, with dipole coupling, 
obtained2) for the induced diffusion coeff ic ie~t  D, (for 
r , ,<d and s , z = $ ) ~  

where r,, is the distance between I, and I,. On the other 
hand, Buishvili et a1.,15 using a many-body approach, 
obtained results  from which it follows that: 

It is evident that for 6,,rcj<< 1 the results of Refs. 16 
and 17 and Ref. 15 agree; however, in the opposite 
limit they diverge substantially. 

Taking into account the fact that 

where a is the distance between adjacent nuclei, we 
can introduce the characteristic distance from the 
paramagnetic center 

corresponding to the condition 6,,7,, = 1. For r:,>>d:, 
i.e., outside the sphere with radius dl, we have 6 1 k ~ c j  
<< 1 and in agreement with Eqs. (11) and (12) the param- 
e ter  Dl does not depend on r,, (we designate this value 
of the diffusion coefficient a s  D!). In the region rij>>d1 
we may thus introduce according to the usual recipe2 
the "potential radius" of the paramagnetic center 

It is different inside the sphere with radius dl, i.e., 
in the region where 6,*>>7,;'. As is evident from Eq. 
(13), here Dl at-:,, and Eq. (11) predicts an even 

stronger dependence: Dl a?-:,. 

Thus, for r,, < dl the diffusion coefficient sharply 
drops compared with D;, and the parameter dl  in 
practice plays the role of the new radius of the dif- 
fusion barr ier  which, to be sure,  by now is not rec- 
tangular. 

If bl>>dl, the new barr ier  does not play a role and 
for the calculation of rl, we may use the usual formulae 
of diffusion-limited nuclear relaxation theorf (with 
the obvious replacement of D and b by D: and b,). 1l 
d l>  b,, we must solve the diffusion equation2 taking into 
account the dependence of Dl on r,,. Using the method 
developed by ~ h u t s i s h v i l l ~  we obtained 

where R = ( f l r ~ , ) ~ ' ~  is the radius of the sphere of in- 
fluence; Eq. (15) is valid for (b,dl)3/2<<R3, while Eq. 
(16) i s  valid for b,d;<<~'. We note that Eq. (16) was 
obtained earl ier  by Skrebnev," although the diffusion 
mechanism proposed there was entirely different. 

From what has been said above, i t  follows in par- 
ticular that for d l=  b1 the time rl, a s  a function of r,, 
has a minimum, which is reached for an "optimum" 
correlation time 

and 

We note that the applicability of the induced diffusion 
formulae does not depend on the whether rcj is of a spin- 
lattice o r  of a spin-spin but in the latter 
case the calculation of M ( t )  should be performed, str ict-  
ly speaking, by taking into account the average over j 
(see Sec. 1.1). 

Finally, we point out that for S >  a the energy spec- 
trum of the paramagnetic center in the crystal is 
multileveled and nonequidistant; therefore the correla- 
tion function G j ( t )  contains several  (2S> 1) exponentials 
with different time constants and amplitudes. As we 
see ,  this circumstance.may prove to  be quite important, 
leading in particular to lifting of the restriction in Eq. 
(17) on the maximum nuclear relaxation ra te  under in- 
duced diffusion conditions. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1 Experimental procedure 

The experiments were carried out on the spin system 
of '*W nuclei in ZnWO, crystals3) doped with 0.08% and 
0.01% Cr3+ ions, in a magnetic field H = 12.4 kOe at 
temperatures To =4.2"K and 1.8"K. This system was 
chosen for study due to the following characteristics of 
the given materials: 

a )  The magnetic moment of the only stable odd iso- 
tope of tungsten (law) is very small  (I = 8; y,/2 = 175 
~ z / O e ) ,  and the natural abundance of this isotope is 
only 14.4% (the role of the low-abundance odd isotopes 
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of oxygen and zinc may be neglected). Therefore even 
a t  low concentrations of the paramagnetic centers 
(c 2 0.01%) the relationship c,, a c, is satisfied; if 
the time T,, is determined by spin-spin interactions, 
then the bottleneck in the nuclear relaxation occurs in 
the contact between the nuclei and the ESSR, so  that 
T1n = ~ I S S .  

b) Inhomogeneous broadening of the EPR line in 
ZnW04:Crs+ i s  determined by electrostatic interac- 
tions:' the symmetry of which does not coincide with 
the symmetry of the usual magnetic spin H a m i l t ~ n i a n . ~ ~  
In particular, when the field H lies in the ac crystallo- 
graphic plane and makes an angle of 8 = +4.5" with the 
magnetic z axis (i.e., i s  directed along the a axis), the 
width of the line corresponding to the *$ transition4) 
is minimum; while for 0 =-4.5" it increases about four- 
fold (see Table I), although the basic energy spectra a r e  
completely identical in both cases21 (Fig. 1). This pro- 
vides a unique opportunity for studying experimentally 
the dependence of rln on with other conditions un- 
changed. 

c) The small  magnetic moment of the '8SW nucleus 
sharply weakens the usual nuclear spin diffusion mech- 
anism, leading t o  an increase in the radius of the dif- 
fusion barr ier  in our experiments to  a value d = 100 A. 
This means that for c 2 0.01%, to which corresponds 
R a 50 A, all  the nuclei of the sample occur in relatively 
strong local fields of the paramagnetic centers, and if 
spin diffusion occurs a t  all it can be only induced. 

Thus, the study of the spin-lattice relaxation of 
nuclei in ZnW04:Crs+ allows us to expect a solution of 
a l l  three problems formulated in the preceding section. 

The spin-lattice relaxation of nuclei was observed 
from the decay of the NMR signal after preliminary 
dynamic polarization of the nuclei by microwave pump- 
ing (polarization enhancement was lo2-10'). Since in 
this case the NMR line shape is determined by the local 
fields of the electron spins, in order to obtain informa- 
tion on the total nuclear magnetization, the integration 
was performed along the entire line contour (this was 
done using high modulation of the magnetic field with 
subsequent extraction of the f i rs t  harmonic of the signal 
and corresponding scaling). 

2.2 Results for c = 0.08% 

The relaxation curves obtained in a more concentra- 
ted sample a r e  shown on Figs. 2 and 3. They a r e  all  
composed of two sections : the initial (nonexponential) 
section and the final (exponential) section. In the initial 
sections, we observe the dependence M(0) - M ( t )  
(as an example, one of them is shown on Fig. 2a a s  a 
function of a. It is well known2 that such kinetics a r e  
characteristic of direct relaxation of nuclei without 

TABLE I. Results for sample c=O.08%. 

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram for the cr3* ion in a ZnWOl 
crystal for 0 = t 4.5'. 

participation of spin diffusion. We note that the curves 
shown on Figs. 2 and 3 a r e  obtained after rather pro- 
longed preliminary microwave pumping, leading to the 
establishment of steady-state nuclear polarization in 
the entire sample. In the contrary case, the relative 
amplitude of the nonexponential parts and the decay 
ra te  increased, owing to the preferential polarization 
of nuclei nearest the CrS+ ion. 

Since the slope of the line in Fig. 2a is proportional2 
to c1I2, we may directly determine this parameter 
from the initial sections of the relaxation curves. The 
values of C found in this way a r e  presented in Table I; 
it i s  obvious that at both temperatures they clearly dim- 
inish with an increase in i. Thus, recognizing that the 
remaining parameters of the spin system a r e  unchanged 
on going from 0 = +4.5' to 0 = -4.5", we may conchde 
that in this case the correlation time of the parameter 
S,, has a spin-spin character and depends on the inhomo- 
geneous broadening of the EPR line. This result, a s  
indicated in Sec. 1.1, contradicts Eq. (9) of Refs. 7 and 
and 12 and unambiguously favors the theory which takes 
into account the distribution of the times r,, over the 
sample. 

To compare theory with experiment in more detail, 
we take into account the fact that the energy spectrum 
of C r + 3  consists of four levels (S =;) and consequently 

FIG. 2. Change in nuclear magnetization with time upon spin-lat- 
tice relaxation of the i 8 3 ~  nuclei in a ZnW04 crystal for c 
=O.O&, T0=1.8"K. (1) 8=+4.5" (0) (2) 6=-4.5" (A);  (a) the 
initial section of the change in nuclear magnetization for 0 
=+4.5". 
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tion in To from 4.2"K to  l.E°K is compensated for by 
the increase in the coefficient A, due to the increase 
in  the population of the *+ doublet. 

FIG. 3. Change in nuclear magnetization with time upon 
spin-lattice relaxation of the 1 8 3 ~  nuclkus in a ZnWOq crystal 
for c=o.os%, To=4.2"K. (1) e=+4.50  (0); (2) e=-4 .50  (A). 

the function Gj(t) has the form 

The time constants re,(") a r e  the roots of the cubic 
secular equation and a r e  expressed in t e rms  of the 
partial transition probabilities W,, between different 
pairs of energy levels 2,m; the coefficients A,, a r e  
determined from the initial conditions averaged with 
the ther ma1 equilibrium density matrix (we note that 
z, A" = 1). 

It is reasonable to assume that in our case one of 
the t imes re,(") (e.g., re,(')) is much shorter than the 
res t  and is determined by spin flips within the *$ doub- 
let (see Fig. 1). The basis for this is, first ,  the 
large value of the matrix element of the SjiSjt operator 
which corresponds to this transition, and second, the 
fact that close to 0 = O  the *+ line undergoes the least 
additional inhomogeneous broadening (compared with 
the other transitions) by the various crystal defects. 

Making this assumption and recognizing that wr,("' 
>> 1, we may restrict  ourselves in the calculation of 
C, and Jj (w)  from Eqs. (2) and (3) to the f i rs t  t e rms  of 
the sum in Eq. (18). Furthermore, since the measur- 
able parameter is c1Iz (see Fig. 2a), in order to com- 
pare theory with experiment we must average the ex- 
pression found for cj1Iz over the distribution in Eq. (5). 
For 1 this gives 

- 

Having computed ($), (s~)', and A,, and having com- 
pared Eq. (19) with the values of C presented in Table 
I, we determined the time 7:') (see Table I); it is  
evident that it is practically proportional to h, in good 
agreement with Eq. (10) (we note that in this case 
~ , / 2 n =  3 MHz, Ref. 23). 

The absolute values of 7:') also agree satisfactorily 
with Eq. (lo), corrected by taking it into account that 
s=%. We note that Eq. (19) predicts a very weak tem- 
perature dependence of the parameter Ellz, in complete 
agreement with experiment. This is explained by the 
fact that the increase in (SJ2 accompanying the reduc- 

Let us now go the exponential sections of the relaxa- 
tion curves. Above all  we emphasize that the very 
presence of such sections is evidence for the essential 
role of spin diffusion (in the contrary case the law M(t) 
= exp( -km would have been observedz4 for all t), 
which, a s  has already been noted, can only be 
induced spin diffusion. Simple estimates show that in 
this sample the condition 6,,7,,<< 1 is satisfied for the 
overwhelming majority of nuclei, s o  that we may ex- 
pect that the condition b,>>d, is satisfied. Considering 
further that the time t (corresponding to the instant of 
transition to the exponential relaxation law) is  on the 
order of b!/~ (Ref. 2), we obtain the estimate b, 
z (0.7-1.O)R =19-27 A, from which, using Eq. (14), 
we find 0,- 10-17-10-18 cm2/s. This parameter is 
substantially smaller than the usual f ree  spin diffusion 
coefficient D, which for this material is about 5.3. 10-l5 
cm2/s. 

We may obtain a somewhat more accurate estimate of 
the parameter Dl using the time constants r,, of the ex- 
ponential sections. As is evident from Table I ,  a t  both 
temperatures T,, a c ' ~ ~  ; this agrees well with the theo- 
retical  expression 

obtainedz5 for the case b 2 R. Choosing the reasonable 
valuez5 20 for the coefficient L, we arr ive  at the values 
of Dl presented in Table I. 

In order to compare these results  with the theoretical 
Eqs. (11) and (12), we must recognize that in this case 
6 i k ~ , j  << 1; therefore D, a?,,, so  that the largest contri- 
bution to the parameter D, is made by the slowest com- 
ponents of the function Gj(t) [see Eq. (1811. According 
to the assumptions made above, these components a r e  
due to spin-spin relaxation in the +$- *$ transitions 
that undergo additional inhomogeneous broadening even 
a t  0 = +4.5"; therefore the corresponding correlation 
t imes (rCjfz) and re,(') should not change appreciably a s  
functions of 0. This conclusion is in excellent agree- 
ment with the absence of an angular dependence for Dl 
(see Table I). 

Within the framework of the same assumption, the 
temperature dependence of the relaxation time T,, is 
completely explained: calculation of the coefficients 
A, and A, in Eq. (18), taking into account Eq. (12), gives 
the value ~ ~ ( 4 . 2  " K ) / D , ( ~ . ~ ~ K )  = 4 [compare with the ex- 
perimental ratio 3.6 (Table I)]. Finally, comparison 
of the obtained absolute values of Dl with Eq. (12) leads 
to a correlation t ime on the order of sec,  which 
agrees well with the expected ra te  of change of the 
slow part of G,(t). 

Of course, the given estimates of Dl, made without 
systematic consideration of the distribution in Eq. (5), 
a r e  only qualitative in nature. For a more detailed test  
of the theory of induced diffusion, it is desirable to deal 
with a spin-lattice correlation function, that does not 
require averaging over j. To this end, we se t  up ex- 
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periments in samples with lower concentrations of Cr" 
ions. 

2.3 Results for c = 0.01% 

All the relaxation curves for this sample were strictly 
exponential; the corresponding time constants rln a r e  
presented in Table I1 ("experiment" column). The ab- 
sence of nonexponential sections is obviously explained 
by the sharp decrease in the ratio 4 / ~  (in the given 
case, R =53 A), which in turn suggests effective in- 
duced spin diffusion. 

Also noteworthy i s  the pronounced weakening (and at 
4.Z°K, practical disappearance) of the dependence of 
rln on i, which undoubtedly indicates the predominately 
spin-lattice character of the function G,(t). Neverthe- 
less,  the calculation according to the equations in Sec. 
1.2, assuming that 7, =rle (the time r,, measured in the 
*i transition at 4.2 OK is equal to 1.0 ms), leads tovalues 
of rln which a r e  more than an order of magnitude 
greater than the experimental values. Furthermore, 
the measured times rln a r e  significantly shorter than 
the minimum relaxation t imes determined from Eq. 
(17) and admitted by the theory for a single-exponential 
correlation function. We emphasize that the latter 
statement refers equally to any parasitic paramagnetic 
impurity whose presence might affect the relaxation of 
the tungsten nucleus. 

The resolution of this paradox is possible only by 
taking into account the multiexponential character of 
the function G(t), which can be now calculated much 
more definitively than for spin-spin interactions. 
Taking into account the measured value of ?,, and the 
known relationship for the probabilities of single- 
phonon spin-lattice transitions," we calculated the time 
constants rCcn) of all  three exponentials in Eq. (18) (see 
Table 11), and also their amplitudes A,, (which were of 
comparable magnitude). It i s  seen that the values of 
?,(l), ?J2), and r i 3 )  span two orders of magnitude. 
Bearing in mind that the parameter C is determined 
by the fastest, and the coefficient Dl by the slowest, 
component of the correlation function, it is not difficult 
to understand that the multiexponential character of the 
latter ensures simultaneously both fast direct relaxa- 
tion and effective induced diffusion; a s  a result, a 
drastic shortening of the time T,, occurs. 

The estimates show that in this case the inequality 
dl>> b, is realized (the values of dl reach 27 A at  4.Z°K 
and 37 A at 1.8"K); therefore we must choose between 
Eqs. (13), (15), and Eqs. ( l l ) ,  (16). The calculation 
showed that Eqs. (13), (15) provide much better agree- 
ment with experiment; the theoretical values of D!, C, 
and ~:h ,~" 'are  obtained using these equations. 

TABLE 11. Results for sample c =O. 01%. --- 

As is evident from Table 11, at  4.2"K there is fairly 
good agreement between calculated (column a) and mea- 
sured values of rln; however, at 1.8 OK there is no such 
agreement. Obviously, this is explained by the fact 
that when the temperature is lowered, the spin-spin 
flip-flop rates becomes comparable with the times 
r,("); the appearance of an angular dependence of 7," 
also indicates this. Assuming that the resulting addi- 
tional correlation ra te  is 1.7. lo3 s-' in the *$ transi- 
tion [estimated using Eq. (lo)], we have introduced 
into G,(t) a correlation that manifested itself a shorten- 
ing of the time ?,(') to 2.6. s and 1.7. s a t  
4.2 OK and 1.8 "K respectively. As a result, the param- 
e ter  C increased appreciably and the values of ~ih,~"' 
obtained in this way (Table 11, column b) were markedly 
closer to the experimental values. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results  obtained in this work allow us to draw 
the following conclusions. 

a )  The ra te  of transfer of nuclear Zeeman energy to 
the ESSR (electron spin-spin reservoir)  strongly depends 
on the inhomogeneous width of the EPR line; this con- 
tradicts the predictions of the current theory7*12 and 
points to  the necessity for a consistent allowance for 
the distribution of electron spin-spin correlation times 
7,. The use of the FBrster distributionlo [ ~ q .  (5)] 
to this end provides good agreement with experiment; 
the average correlation time 7, found by this means 
agrees with theoretical estimates by Salikhov and 
coworkers." 

b) Nuclear spin diffusion may be effective enough 
even in strong local fields of the paramagnetic centers, 
i.e., inside a sphere with the traditional diffusion 
barr ier  radius d. The observable relaxation rate 
agrees well with the theory of induced spin diffusion15-l7 
when the electronic correlation function has either 
a spin-spin o r  a spin-lattice character. 

c)  When paramagnetic centers have a multilevel non- 
equidistant spectrum (S> $) the multiexponential char- 

, acter of the function G,(t) plays an essential role. In 
this case the induced spin diffusion is stimulated pri- 
marily by the slow components of the correlation func- 
tion, while the direct nuclear relaxation is stimulated 
by the fast components. 

Considering all  that has been said, we may conclude 
that the picture of nuclear relaxation and spin diffusion 
in paramagnetic crystals has proven to be tremendously 
more complicated than was considered even a few years 
ago. Obviously, for complete resolution of the raised 
problems, additional investigations a r e  necessary- 
both theoretical and experimental. We hope that this 
research i s  a step in this direction. 

The authors thank M. I. Rodak for interest in the 
research and valuable advice. 

'Another approach, based on the calculation of the rate of 
three-spin electron-nuclear cross relaxation, also leads to a 
strong dependence of TI= on A . ~ ~  
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2'We note that Uinduced diffusion of the second kind," due to 
indirect nuclear-nuclear interaction, l6 l7 will be a fortiori 
weaker than the direct relaxation for any r,,; therefore i ts  
role may be neglected. 

3 ) ~ h e  crystals were obtained from the Institute of Semiconduc- 
tors of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. 

4 ) ~ e r e  and later on, the magnetic quantum numbers corres- 
pond to the states that a r e  significantly predominant in the 
given energy level (no pure states a r e  realized in the spec- 
trum of the given material). 
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Nature of the spontaneous and field-induced low- 
temperature orientational transitions in erbium orthoferrite 

A. M. Kadomtseva, I. B. Krynetskil, and V. M. Matveev 
M. Y: Lomonmov Moscow State Uniwrsi@ 
(Submitted 3 April 1980) 
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fi. 79, 1451-1460 (October 1980) 

A theory is constructed and an experimental investigation is'carried out on the field-induced spin-flip 
transitions in ErFeO, at low temperatures, for two orientations of the external magnetic field: H(la and Hllc, 
where a and c are the crystal axes. The threshold fields of the phase transitions are determined from the 
isotherms of the magnetostriction A(H) along the c axis. The dependence of the threshold fields on the ratio of 
the Er-Er and Er-Fe interactions is explained, from a comparison of the theoretical and experimental results, 
estimates are obtained for the values of these interactions in ErFeO,. It is shown that interaction between 
rareearth ions plays a dominant role in low-temperature spin-flip phenomena in erbium orthofemte. 

PACS numbers: 75.50.Gg, 75.30.K~ 

ErFeO, is the  only or thofer r i t e  in which order ing  of 
the  ra re -ear th  ions at low tempera tures  is accompanied 
by a simultaneous spin-flip (SF) t ransi t ion i n  t h e  sub- 
sys tem FeS+ ions, such that  the  r a r e - e a r t h  and i ron 
sp in  configurations resul t ing f r o m  the  phase t r a n s i -  
t ion  belong to a s ingle  representat ion of the  s y m m e t r y  
group  of the or thoferr i tes ,  i.e., a r e  compatible sp in  
configurations. It h a s  been establ ished experimentally'" 
that  the  low-temperature S F  transi t ion i n  the  subsystem 
of Fe3+ sp ins  at T =TR 5 4 K is a second-order  phase 
t ransi t ion r, - r,,.') We recall tha t  in  t h e  configuration 

I?,, the ant i ferromagnet ism vector  GI1 c, while i n  t h e  
configuration r,, GI1 b; h e r e  c and b are t h e  c r y s t a l  
axes, and I', denotes t h e  appropriate  i r reducible  rep-  
resentat ion of the  s y m m e t r y  group  of or thoferr i tes .  
r,, is a reducible  representat ion,  consis t ing of r, and 
r,; i n  the  configuration I?,,, the vec tor  G lies i n  the  
plane bc. On lowering of t empera ture ,  the angle of 
deviation of t h e  i r o n  sp ins  f r o m  the  c a x i s  i n c r e a s e s  
continuously; extrapolation t o  T =O K gives 9, = 49'. 
T h e  ErS+ ions are, f o r  T <  TR, o r d e r e d  ant i ferromag- 
netically along the c axis (according t o  the  mode C, 
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